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Remote Assistants

Worldwide


The Assistant Company.
Persona embeds the best assistants into your company, so you can scale your business faster with unparalleled talent. The average assistant is able to save their client 32 hours/week.
Get an Assistant
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The service used by busy executives around the world.
A few of our amazing customers

[image: ]Robert Matei
Former Head of Growth, Quora


I've tried assistants a number of times, and Persona's are way, way above other remote options in thoroughness and intelligence. It's magical, I feel like I've hired a motivated Ivy League grad! Both my business and my life are easier.



[image: ]Julian Martinez
Co-founder of VoiceVoice


I've sourced for hundreds of positions, so I know firsthand how much work it is to sift through thousands of applicants to try finding the "right" person. Jason and his team have solved this problem. Persona's rigorous process of vetting candidates through a series of assessment tests enables them to identify the most qualified people with astonishing accuracy.



[image: ]Emily Slade
Co-founder of Valence


My assistant has been amazing to work with - she's thorough, prompt, conscientious and also just a really kind, cool person that I am lucky to get to work with. I've really enjoyed getting to know her and can't truly express how much I appreciate her contribution to the growth of our business.



[image: ]Veena Padmanabhan
Chief of Staff at Glo


It is wonderful to know when I am done for the day, someone will continue the work streams to push them forward, and so it becomes a cycle of continuous progress. I enjoy working with my assistant--she has helped get/keep us organized.



[image: ]Eric Waisman
Founder of Jaunty


Persona’s hiring system is magic. The assistants are better than anyone I’ve ever worked with before. It’s game changing because you can easily double or triple your productivity.



[image: ]Sheila Akbar
COO at Signet Education


My assistant is AMAZING! Thank you so much for finding her for me.



[image: ]Julie Nguyen
CEO of Methodology


Persona has been game-changing for us! We now hire all of our remote administrative roles through them because the quality of the talent is so much higher than when we try to recruit for these roles ourselves.



[image: ]Chris Olin
Head of Finance, NVE Experience Agency


My assistant has exceeded our expectations in every respect. We tell her what we need and she just figures it out and gets it done without any handholding. The value we are receiving is incredible.



[image: ]Gardner Loulan
Cofounder of REACH


I'm not saying this because I was asked to give a testimonial... I'm saying this because it's true: The Persona process has provided tangible value for remarkably low effort and great value. We essentially plugged in a top tier team member with a phenomenal effort and output in a few days.



[image: ]Maddy Nguyen
Founder of TalentDrop


I'm a startup with unpredictable, mostly-urgent needs, and a limited budget. Through Persona I can hire talent that I know will be smart, trainable, diligent, and affordable in a matter of weeks without any of the normal hiring and employment hassle. The core team is also super responsive. Persona is a no-brainer.



[image: ]Reza Bavar
Founder of Kaloud


My assistant is remarkable. I'm truly grateful to you for introducing them to me.



[image: ]Josh Chopak
Founder of WGG Consulting


My assistant is fantastic. It feels like they’ve been with me for years and I already depend on them after only 3 weeks.





Assistants with the same degree of competence and professionalism cost up to $130,000 in the San Francisco Bay Area. For a fraction of the price you can have your own dedicated, full-time assistant.      


Don’t worry about long term commitments, either.


Used by people who work at, or have worked at, companies like
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We work with startups backed by the world's best investors
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Try an assistant out for a month or two and see how you like it.
[image: ]Persona has been game-changing for us! We now hire all of our remote administrative roles through them because the quality of the talent is so much higher than when we try to recruit for these roles ourselves.

Julie Nguyen
CEO of Methodology


[image: ]My assistant has exceeded our expectations in every respect. We tell her what we need and she just figures it out and gets it done without any handholding. The value we are receiving is incredible.

Chris Olin
Head of Finance, NVE Experience Agency


[image: ]I'm not saying this because I was asked to give a testimonial... I'm saying this because it's true: The Persona process has provided tangible value for remarkably low effort and great value. We essentially plugged in a top tier team member with a phenomenal effort and output in a few days.

Gardner Loulan
Cofounder of REACH




Free up 40 hours of your time each week
Our assistants help with
[image: ]Scheduling

[image: ]Email

[image: ]Research

[image: ]Social Media

[image: ]Travel Planning

[image: ]Content Creation

[image: ]Data

[image: ]And much more



No Comparison
We beat Upwork, traditional staffing firms, and recruiters in every category


	Talent
	[image: ]	Freelance Sites
	Staffing Firms
	Recruiters

	Assessed for smarts
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	Assessed for writing and communication
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	Assessed for professionalism and reliability
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	Service

	Flexible (month to month)
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	Great value
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Get an AssistantSome of Our Recent Articles On Remote Talent
	Evolving Leadership: Strategies To Avoid Micromanagement
Micromanagement is a term that sends shivers down the spine of any professional. This management mistake often stifles productivity and…
Read more



	How To Be More Creative At Work: 21 Ways To Spark Innovation
Creative ideas can help propel your business to success. Boost productivity and innovation with these strategies for encouraging creativity in…
Read more



	How Leaders Tackle Difficult Conversations With Confidence
Explore key strategies for leaders to confidently navigate challenging talks, enhancing communication and problem-solving skills for effective leadership.
Read more



	Conflict Resolution In The Workplace: What Causes It And How To Resolve It
Discover expert strategies for resolving workplace conflicts, such as open communication, collaborative problem-solving, and fostering a positive environment.
Read more



	7 Ways To Stay Productive While Traveling
Master the art of travel productivity! Here's our guide to transform your journeys from chaotic to systematic and ace your…
Read more



	The Ultimate Guide To Administrative Leadership
Discover the power of administrative leadership in driving success within any organization. Learn key elements and strategies for effective leadership.
Read more



	


All Articles
Sign up to receive regular  insights on remote talent.
And updates on our services.

    
    
        
        

        
        
        
        





We’ll pair you with the perfect assistant
Sign up using the link below.
Get an Assistantor email contact@personatalent.com
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